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1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. Overview of the article. Let K Ă S 4 be a 2-knot, that is, a C 8 embedding of S 2 into S 4 . We say that K is fibred, if the complement C K " S 4 zK admits a fibration over S 1 , which is standard nearby K (see Definition 1.1). In general a Morse map C K Ñ S 1 has critical points, the minimal number of these critical points will be called the Morse-Novikov number of K and denoted MN pKq. The aim of this paper is to study this invariant of 2-knots and to compute it for several families of knots,
The Novikov homology provides lower bounds for the number MN pKq, see Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce the saddle number sdpKq of a 2-knot K; it is defined as a minimal possible number of critical points of index 1 of a generic projection of K to a line in R 4 . This number can be considered as a 2-dimensional analog of the bridge number of a classical knot. We prove that MN pKq 2sdpKq. Using the results of Section 2 we deduce the following homological lower bound for the saddle number in terms of the Novikov torsion numbers: p q 1 pC K q`p q 2 pC K q sdpKq.
In Sections 4 -5 we study the Morse-Novikov numbers of spun knots. We prove in particular that for a classical knot K P S 3 the Morse-Novikov number of the spun knot SpKq satisfies MN pSpKqq 2MN pKq.
In [16] the second author proved that if K Ă S 3 is a classical knot, then MN pKq 2tpKq where tpKq is the tunnel number of K. Using this inequality we prove that MN pSpKqq 4 for any classical knot K of tunnel nuber 1 (Section 5).
The case of high-dimensional knots is different from that of 1-and 2-knots. We gathered some results on MN pKq of knots of dimension 6 in Section 6. In particular we prove that for a given knot K n , n 6 and two numbers p, q of the same parity the fibredness of S p pKq is equivalent to the fibredness of S q pKq.
1.2.
Definition and first properties of the Morse-Novikov numbers for 2-knots. Let K Ă S 4 be the image of the C 8 embedding of
of a tubular neighbourhood N pKq. We denote the complement to K by C K . This space is non-compact, and to develop the Morse theory on it, we will assume that the functions and vector field have standard behaviour nearby K. For the Morse maps and their gradients we use the terminology of [17] .
of a tubular neighborhood of K such that the restriction f | N pKq satisfies f˝Φ´1px, zq " z{|z|.
An f -gradient v of a regular Morse map f : C K Ñ S 1 will be called regular if there is a C 8 trivialisation (1) such that Φ˚pvq equals p0, v 0 q where v 0 is the Riemannian gradient of the function z Þ Ñ z{|z|.
A pair pf, vq, where f is a regular Morse map and v is its regular gradient will be called a Morse pair.
If f is a Morse map of a manifold to R or to S 1 , then we denote by m p pf q the number of critical points of f of index p. The number of all critical points of f is denoted by mpf q. The following proposition allows to get rid of the local maxima and minima for regular functions. Its proof repeats the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [18] and will be omitted. Remark 1.6. For all the 2-knots where we are able to compute the Morse-Novikov number, the strongly minimal Morse functions exist (see Section 5) . However it is not clear whether strongly minimal functions exist for every K. The case of 2-knots is different here from the case of classical knots, for which the concept of the strongly minimal Morse map is the same as that of minimal map (by [18] ).
Remark 1.7. The main object of study in the present paper are 2-knots. However the definitions above generalize immediately to the knots of any dimension, and we will use corresponding terminology throughout the paper.
LOWER BOUNDS FROM NOVIKOV HOMOLOGY
Let L " Zrt˘s; denote by p L " Zpptqq and p L Q " Qpptqq the rings of all series in one variable t with integer (resp. rational) coefficients and finite negative part. Recall that p L is a PID, and p L Q is a field. Consider the infinite cyclic covering C K Ñ C K ; the Novikov homology of C K is defined as follows:
The rank and torsion number of the p L-modle x H˚pC K q will be denoted by p b k pC K q, resp. p q k pC K q. For any regular Morse function f : C K Ñ S 1 there is a Novikov complex N˚pf q over p L generated in degree k by critical points of f of index k and such that H˚pN˚pf« x H˚pC K q. We deduce the Novikov inequalities ÿ
The numbers p b k pC K q, p q k pC K q satisfy certain relations. The homology of C K is the same as that of S 1 , therefore (by [13] ) the Q-vector space
Furthermore, since there is always a regular Morse map without critical points of index 4, the Novikov homology has no torsion in degree 3, therefore p q 3 " 0. Thus the Novikov inequalities boil down to the following:
Observe that both p q 1 , p q 2 can be non-zero, as the example of the spun knot of the 5 2 -knot shows.
In the sequel we will use the universal Novikov complex as well. Denote by G the group π 1 pC K q, put Λ " ZG. Let ξ P H 1 pM, Zq be the generator of the group H 1 pM, Zq « Z, positive on every meridian of K, we will call it the canonical generator. It can be considered as a homomorphism G Ñ Z. Recall the Novikov ring
For every Morse function f : C K Ñ S 1 we have a chain complex Ă N˚pf q of free p Λ ξ -modules generated in degree k by Crit k pf q, and such that C˚p r
(see [15] ). Tis chain complex is defined via counting flow lines of an f -gradient v, so we will denote it by Ă N˚pf, vq when the dependance on v is important (as for example in Subsection 4.4).
MOTION PICTURES AND SADDLE NUMBERS
Let K Ă R 4 be a 2-knot. Choose a projection p of R 4 onto a line. Assume that the critical points of the function p|K are non-degenerate.
Definition 3.1. The minimal number of saddle points of the function p|K : K Ñ R (the minimum is taken over all embeddings of S 2 in R 4 ambient isotopic to K), will be called saddle number of K, and denoted by sdpKq.
It is not difficult to prove that for any classical knot K we have
where bpKq denotes the bridge number of K, and SpKq is the spun knot of K. The invariant sdpKq is closely related to the ch-index of K, introduced and studied by K. Yoshikawa in [19] . In particular, we have sdpKq chpKq. In order to relate the number sdpKq to MN pKq we will reformulate the definition of the saddle number.
Let K Ă S 4 be a 2-knot. The equatorial 3-sphere Σ 3 of the standard Euclidean sphere S 4 divides S 4 into two parts:
We assume that K is included in IntpD 4 q and K does not include the center of D 4 . Perturbing the embedding K Ă D 4 if necessary, we can assume that the restriction ρ " r| K of the radius function r : D 4 Ñ r0, 1s is a Morse function. The family tpr´1ptq, ρ´1ptqqu tPr0,1s of possibly singular knots can be drawn as a motion picture (see [9] , Chapter 8). Each singularity of a knot in the family corresponds to a critical point of ρ. A critical point of ρ of index 0 (1, 2, respectively) is called minimal point (saddle point, maximal point, respectively) of ρ, which is represented by a minimal band (saddle band, maximal band, respectively) in (a modification of) the motion picture.
It is clear that the minimal number of the saddle points for all such Morse functions ρ is equal to sdpKq. Proof. Since ρ is a Morse function, the manifold D 4 zInt N pKq admits a handle decomposition with m i pρq pi`1q-handles for i P t0, 1, 2u (see [7] 
Observe that m 0 pρq´m 1 pρq`m 2 pρq " χpS 2 q " 2, therefore the total number of critical points of g equals 2m 1 pρq. Choosing the function ρ with m 1 pρq " sdpKq we accomplish the proof.
Taking into account the inequality (2) we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.3.
CIRCLE-VALUED MORSE MAPS FOR SPUN KNOTS
Let K Ă S 3 be a classical knot, and pφ, vq be a Morse pair on C K . Denote by SpKq the spun knot of K (see Subsection 4.1 for definition). In this section we associate to pφ, vq a regular Morse pair pF, wq on C SpKq . We compute the Novikov complex of pF, wq in terms of the Novikov complex of pφ, vq (Propositions 4.1 and 4.3).
4.1.
Spun knots: the definition. Let us recall the classical construction of the spun knot for a classical knot K Ă S 3 (due to Artin). The equatorial 2-sphere Σ of the standard Euclidean sphere S 3 divides S 3 into two parts:
We can assume that K X D 3 is a half-circle of the sphere is an embedded 2-sphere in S 4 , thus a 2-knot, which is called the spun knot of K; we denote it by SpKq.
Geometric setup.

The embedding K`Ă D
3 . The intersection K`X Σ consists of two points, denote them by s and n. We can assume that there is a collar h : Σˆr0, δs Ñ D 3 such that h´1pK`X D 3 q " ts, nuˆr0, δs. Let pφ, vq be a Morse pair on C K . Without changing the Novikov complex N˚pφ, vq we can make the following assumptions on the map φ and its gradient v:
1) All the critical points of φ are in D 3 . 2) φ˝h is constant along each interval xˆr0, δs, where x P Σ.
3) There is a local coordinate system Q n : D 2 p0, δq Ñ Σ around n such that ph˝pQ nˆI dq´1q˚pvq equals the vector field p z |z| , 0q in D 2 p0, δqˆr0, δs. There is a similar coordinate system Q s around s. 4) The trivialisation N pK`q ρ / / D 2 p0, δqˆK`required by the definition of regular Morse pair is compatible with h in the neighbourhood hpD 2 p0, δqˆr0, δsq.
In the sequel we will need two auxiliary functions defined on D 3 . Let ξ : r0, δs Ñ R be a C 8 function such that ξprq " 0 for r P r0, δ{3s, and ξ 1 prq ą 0 for r Psδ{3, 2δ{3r, and ξprq " 1 for r P r2δ{3, δs. A) Define a function α : D 3 Ñ r0, 1s as follows. For x " hpy, rq with y P Σˆr0, δs put αpxq " ξprq. For x outside Im h put αpxq " 1. Then α is a C 8 function vanishing in a neighbourhood of Σ. B) Define a function β : D 3 Ñ r0, 1s as follows. For x " ρpz, tq with z P D 2 p0, δq, t P K`put βpxq " ξp|z|q. Otherwise put βpxq " 1. Then β is a C 8 function vanishing in a neighbourhood of K.
The embedding SpKq Ă S
4 . The neighbourhood of Σ in S 4 can be parameterized by a diffeomorphism H : Σˆr0, δsˆS 1 Ñ N pΣq where H | Σˆr0, δsˆt1u " h and for a given a P H the map pa, r, θq Þ Ñ Hpa, r, θq gives the polar coordinates in the 2-disc normal to Hpa, 0, 0q P Σ. The coordinate θ is defined as a C 8 function on S 4 zΣ. We have a diffeomorphism 1 . We will denote the resulting functions by the same symbols α, β. Then α is a C 8 function, vanishing in a neighbourhood of Σ and equal to 1 outside N pΣq. The function β vanishes in a neighbourhood of SpKq and equals 1 outside N pSpKqq. Define a function G : S 4 Ñ S 1 as follows:
Gpxq " αpxqβpxq r hpxq for x R Σ;
Then G is a C 8 function vanishing in a neighbourhood of Σ Y SpKq and equal to 1 outside N pΣq Y N pSpKqq. Proof. In the domain N pΣq Y pN pSpKqqzSpKqq the norm of F 1 0 is bounded from below by a strictly positive constant, therefore the gradient of F is non-zero everywhere in this domain if ǫ is sufficiently small. In the domain
The proposition follows.
The Novikov complex of
by the formula r upz, tq " uptq (where z P B 3 , t P S 1 ). Carry over this vector field to S 4 zΣ and define a vector fieldū on S 4 zΣ settingūpxq " αpxqβpxqr upxq. The vector fieldū extends to a C 8 vector field on S 4 (which will be denoted by the same symbolū), vanishing in a neighbourhood of Σ Y SpKq. It is clear that for ǫ small enough, the vector field w "v`ǫū is an F -gradient. Definition 4.2. For a chain complex A˚over a ring R we denote by σA˚the suspension of A˚, that is, pσA˚q k " A k´1 .
In the next proposition we compute the Novikov complex of F in terms of the Novikov complex of φ. Observe that the base ring of both complexes is the same, it is the Novikov completion of ZG, where G " π 1 pS 3 zKq « π 1 pS 4 zSpKqq.
Proposition 4.3. We have
N˚pF, wq « N˚pφ, vq ' σN˚pφ, vq.
Proof. It is easy to check (using our assumptions on v) that any flow line of w joining critical points of F does not intersect the subset N pKqYN pΣq, and therefore remains in the domain, where the vector field w is the direct product of vector fields ǫr upxq and r wpxq. Therefore
(where M˚ph, uq is the Morse complex for h) and the Proposition follows.
4.5. Superspinning. The classical Artin construction has several generalizations, in particular the superspinning. This construction, due to E.C. Zeeman [20] and D.B.A. Epstein [3] , associates to any n-knot K n Ă S n`2 and a natural number p 1 an pn`pq´knot in S n`p`2 (see [4] , p. 196). We will denote the resulting knot by S p pKq.
The results of the previous subsection generalize directly to the superspinning case. Let φ : S n`2 zK n Ñ S 1 be a regular Morse map, and v a regular φ-gradient. Proof. The argument repeats the proof of Propositions 4.1 and 4.3 with minor modifications.
MORSE-NOVIKOV NUMBERS FOR SPUN KNOTS
In this section we gathered some consequences of the constructions developed in Section 4. The next Corollary is immediate from Proposition 4.1.
In particular, if K is fibred, then S p pKq is fibred. The case of fibred knots was observed in [1] , together with the inverse implication: if K is a classical knot and SpKq is fibred, then K is fibred. This last property is not valid in higher dimensions, as an example of C. Kearton [10] shows. Proof. Let φ : S 3 zK Ñ S 1 be a regular Morse function without local maxima or minima, with m 1 pφq " m 2 pφq " 1. By Proposition 4.1 there is a regular Morse function φ : S 4 zSpKq Ñ S 1 with m 1 pF q " m 3 pF q " 1, m 2 pF q " 2, m 0 pF q " m 4 pF q " 0. Therefore MN pSpKqq 4. We will show that F is actually a strongly minimal Morse map.
Let H : S 4 zSpKq Ñ S 1 be any Morse function. Denote the fundamental group of S 3 zK by G. It is known that π 1 pS 4 zSpKqq « G. If m 1 pHq " 0, then a standard Morse-theoretic argument applied to the infinite cyclic cover S 3 zK of S 3 zK implies that π 1 pS 3 zKq is finitely generated, which is impossible, since K is not fibred. Therefore m 1 pHq 1. A similar argument shows that m 3 pHq 1. Assume now that H is a minimal Morse function. Then m 0 pHq " m 4 pHq " 0, m 1 pHq 1, m 3 pHq 1, and this implies m 2 pHq 2 (since χpS 4 zSpKqq " 0).
In the work [6] based on his earlier paper [5] H. Goda proved that MN pKq " 2 for every non-fibred prime knot with 10 crossings. Therefore MN pSpKqq " 4 for these knots.
In the work [16] the second author proved that for any classical knot K we have
where tpKq is the tunnel number of K. These results allow to compute the numbers MN pSpKqq for many classical knots K. In the paper [14] K. Morimoto, M. Sakuma and Y. Yokota explicited many examples of tunnel number one knots, in particular, an infinite series of Montesinos knots. They prove that the Montesinos knot K " M p3, pα 1 , β 1 q, pα 2 , β 2 q, pα 3 , β 3has the tunnel number 1, if r " 3, and β 2 {α 2 -β 3 {α 3 mod Z and bř 
ON FIBERING OF HIGH-DIMENSIONAL SPUN KNOTS
Let K n Ă S n`2 be a knot with n 6. Let C K denote the complement of K n in S n`2 , and r C K be the universal covering of C K . Let ξ P H 1 pC K , Zq « Hompπ 1 pC K q, Zq be the canonical generator of the cohomology of C K . The knot K n is fibred if and only if the following two conditions hold (see [15] , [11] ):
F0) The subgroup Ker ξ of π 1 pC K q is finitely presented.
F1) The Novikov homology x H˚p r C K q vanishes, F2) The Whitehed torsion τ pKq P Whp p Λ ξ q of the completed chain complex C˚p r
. It is not difficult to prove that for knots K 1 , K 2 of any dimension MN pK 1 K 2 q MN pK 1 q`MN pK 2 q (the argument repeats the proof for the classical knots, see [18] ). Is it true that MN pK 1 K 2 q " MN pK 1 q`MN pK 2 q for 2-knots? 5. What is the relation between the saddle number and the unknotting number of a 2-knot? Is it true that sdpKq upKq?
